KEY ASPECTS OF THE FORMATION OF UNDERGROUND POINTS FOR MAINTENANCE AND REFUELING OF MINING SELF-PROPELLED EQUIPMENT

Due to the widespread introduction of self-propelled mining equipment at Kryvbass mines advised versions of underground service points and mining equipment refueling are proposed. The main directions of the proposed options are increasing safety during maintenance of mining machines, as well as a decreasing in fire hazard at refueling machines at underground conditions.

THE PROBLEM AND ITS CONNECTION WITH SCIENTIFIC AND PRACTICAL TASKS

Self-propelled equipment has been used since 50-ies of XX century in underground mining abroad. These machines come to our country with a delay especially to iron ores mines [1 – 3]. One of the disadvantages of self-propelled underground transport is its flammability. Not only the diesel machines, but also workshops for maintenance of underground mining machines, underground storage of petroleum products and gas stations are certain danger in this respect. Consequently, the organization of such underground facilities is the actual scientific and practical problem requiring decision of various complex of technical problems.
PROBLEM STATEMENT

The objective of this work is to develop advanced versions of underground service points and Mining Equipment refueling that will allow improving safety at maintenance of mining machines and reducing the fire hazard at refueling machines at underground conditions.

MATERIAL PRESENTATION AND RESULTS

Maintenance at the mine involves a range of required works to maintain serviceability or availability of mining machines, mining equipment transferred to the mines has a large mass and dimensions. They are delivered from the factory disassembled and some units are collected at underground conditions. It is necessary to conduct complex installation works at special underground service areas for their setting to operation.

Equipment before descending into the mine passes control assembly and testing is used. The main method for the control assembly is to simulate all actions. At that connection of all the elements must be securely fastened, the compounds of the drainage system and hydraulic equipment and hydraulic components must be tight.

All noticed faults at the control assembly on the surface and testing must be corrected before the descent of equipment into the mine.

Equipment comes to the mine in assembly units transportable at underground conditions. Loaders, before descending into the mine are dissociated into individual units and sections. Final assembly of the self-propelled mining equipment is carried out at special underground service areas. Assembled self-propelled mining machines move under its power through underground workings to the stope.

Special attention is paid to safety of underground refueling stations. The authors suggest advanced versions of underground fueling stations, which can be used at the mines of the Kryvyi Rih basin and other domestic or foreign mines.

Underground refueling station for self-propelled equipment includes chambers for filling machines and parking of mobile vessels connected to the haulage road, pass connecting chambers, vent revolting, communication devices and fuel-oil service for firefighting equipment unit. Chamber for filling machines and parking mobile vessels made deadlocked, located at the runaway of the of haulage horizon at the self-propelled equipment concentration. There is a cutout for fuel-oil devices and sump for draining the used oil in the dead-end chamber for filling machines. Dispensers mounted on the wall niches and are connected directly to the mobile communications tanks located in a dead-end chamber.

Figure 1 shows an underground refueling station for self-propelled equipment. It includes dead-end chamber 1 (Fig. 1) for parking of mobile tanks of fuel and lubricants (FL), communicating with the haulage road, mobile tanks 2 fuel, 3 ventilation revolting, 4 fuel-oil assembly trench, 5 pass with communications connecting both chambers of the item and fire doors 6. Chamber 7 used for refueling vehicles. At the niche of a wall 8 fuel-oil devices and pit 9 sump for draining the used oil. At the niche 10 fire fighting resources are located. Runway 11 is for workers and haulage horizons as a connecting shaft. Fire belt 12 make of two metal doors each. To filling station crosscut 13 is adjacent serving for connecting haulage way 14 with ramps from mine floor.

![Fig. 1. Underground refueling point for self-propelled equipment](image-url)
On mine floor 15 (Fig. 2) self-propelled machines/6 are shown.

Fig. 2. Combined vertical projection of the main haulage horizon and underground refueling point

Petrol station is used as follows. Self-propelled machine goes off the mine floor on ramps, falling directly into the camera for refueling. In a gas chamber operator using the wall manual or mechanical pump pumps the fuel and lubricants from mobile containers into suitable containers of machines. If it is necessary to replace the oil it is drained from the tanks machine into portable containers located in the pit 9. After refueling, self-propelled machine on ramps travels the shortest path on the mine floor to the workplace.

There is another possible embodiment of the underground refueling point for self-propelled equipment. Its essence lies in the fact that the underground section blind chamber for filling machines and parking mobile vessels arranged in parallel between a haulageway in the concentration of self-propelled equipment are made. In the dead-end chamber for filling machines also niche is passed under fuel lubricant refuelers and sump to drain the used oil. The dispenser device, in this case, is attached to the niche wall and connected directly by communications with mobile containers disposed in the blind chamber.

Petrol station in the second embodiment is used in cases where no ramps from mine floor to haulage way and works as in the first embodiment, except that porches for self-propelled vehicles cross haulage way.

CONCLUSIONS

Variants of underground service points and refueling of mining equipment that allow improving safety in servicing mining machines and reduce the fire hazard when fueling of self-propelled diesel equipment in underground conditions are developed. Underground points were designed as separate, unrelated between salable of blind chambers that connected to the vent raise and have drive-ways during sealed metal doors are proposed. These measures will improve labour efficiency at mining equipment maintenance, reduce fire risk and improve the overall safety of mining.
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